"H.G. Wells: Prophet Without Honor" and "A Life in the Louvre: Marie de Medicis" (May 2006)

Suggested Classes: Fine Arts, General Science, Humanities, World History

Across
1. like Huxley, Wells considered himself to be one
4. great northern Baroque painter who portrayed the "Life of Marie"

Down
2. giants that pursued Wells through some of his nightmares
3. "There is no intelligence where there is no ______," according to the Time Traveller
7. prime interest of a ne'er-do-well dad
10. the conflict between man's moral conscience and ______ technology is a favorite Wellsian theme
12. in 1938, his radio adaptation of an H.G. Wells classic terrified the nation
13. powerful family whose patronage of the arts established Renaissance Florence as a cultural center
16. Louis and Luynes staged one (2 words)
19. "The Invisible Man" lacks one
20. books by English novelist Thomas ______ include "Far from the Madding Crowd" and "Jude the Obscure"
22. authors of the ______ Age (1901-1910) often questioned accepted social values
24. inhabitants of the moon's "super-anthill"
26. where to find the Medicis Gallery
27. T.H. Huxley, Wells' mentor, was nicknamed "Darwin's ______"
29. a stereotypical mad scientist, he plans to establish a "Reign of Terror"
30. English author Samuel ______ is best remembered for his novel "The Way of All Flesh"
31. "The World of ______ " (1926) describes a global religion based on physics (2 words)
5. tortured subjects of Moreau's vile experiments (2 words)
6. "A blind fate, a vast pitiless _____, seemed to cut and shape the fabric of existence"
8. why the Martians perish
9. in Huxley's view, social progress "means a ______ of the cosmic process"
11. this elite group would help humanity evolve, Wells believed
13. like Moreau and Griffin, these aliens use their intellect to destroy others
14. a devious prelate and statesman, he served as Louis XIII's chief minister
15. title denoting the heir to the French throne between 1328 and 1792
17. Marie de Medicis' mysterious neighbor (2 words)
18. Cavor explains human folly to this astonished Selenite ruler (2 words)
21. how man should face his "ultimate destiny," Wells believed (2 words)
23. perhaps the greatest English novelist of the nineteenth century, he was forced to begin work at an early age
25. chief Wellsian theme: evolution does not mean ______
28. the ______ Society promoted "evolutionary" socialism while rejecting Marxist violence